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A Letter from the Editors
We are so honoured to present this beautiful
collection of women’s voices. We have
breathtaking poetry, non�iction and �iction from
women all over the world. There is something
very special, poignant and powerful in each and
every voice included here. We are so proud to
have such a lovely diverse collection of words to
share.

We hope that you enjoy these works as much as
we do!

Lori and Natascha Graham
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A Whittenberg
A Whittenberg is a Philadelphia native who has a global
perspective. If she wasn’t an author she’d be a private detective or
a jazz singer. She loves reading about history and true crime. Her
other novels include, Sweet Thang, Hollywood and Maine, Life is
Fine, Tutored and The Sane Asylum.

Feeling Their Age

often I wonder

where my real father is

especially

when he is right in front of me

who is

this silver hairedman

with the blurry voice

this man with an uneven gait

deep lines aroundhis mouth

where is



the man that appeared

strong, tall

the man who could �latten hills

arrange stars

mother has a new child

someone else to clothe

she is old, but recognizable

she gets up early

still paints her lips red

she bakes biscuits

parcels out medication in tins

her brown skin sags

her hands are smooth
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Lag

When you realize,

‘Please return the library books

There on the table’

As her lastwords

Balances every ”I love you” she gave

Instead of goodbye

The incessant, familiarity of Instruction

the sum

of my mother



Anna Pulley
Anna Pulley (annapulley.com) is the author of The Lesbian Sex
Haiku Book (with Cats!), which Tegan and Sara said was "an
adorable and hilarious way to start the day," Cheryl Strayed
called a "must-read," and actress Jennifer Tilly said was
"thoroughly charming." She writes a weekly sex and dating advice
column for The Chicago Tribune and has been published in New
York magazine, Mother Jones, The Washington Post, San
Francisco magazine (the issue she contributed to won a National
Magazine Award), Vice, Salon, BuzzFeed, and many others. She
was also named a Top LGBTQWriter on Medium. Herwriting was
excerpted/quoted in Esther Perel's recent book, The State of
Affairs. She's been a repeat guest on Dan Savage's podcast,
Savage Love, on Daniel Lavery's "Dear Prudence" podcast, and
most recently on the popular 99% Invisible podcast.

Reverence

I keep forgetting and remembering that my grandmother died.
And my father one month later.

How the news came in as we sat on the couch, your legs tucked
underneath you, your hair up and then down and then up again
as we talked, the arches of your feet softly curling like wood
shavings in the waning light.

I took your hand and led you to the bed, a line from Jack Gilbert
sifting its way through me like light through a keyhole in a door
no one has opened in years.
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“We must risk delight. We can do without pleasure, but not
delight.”

You touched me and grief fell to its knees. You touched me and
grief no longer had a season. Because the reverence in your
eyes obliterated everything but delight, as you looked into my
ribs and pronounced me beautiful.

How strange and lovely to get so near to the music of your
body, that birdsong furrow, the staccato of your hips, the catch
of your breath, and your heartbeat hammering against my
tongue, swiftly sighing

we’re alive

we're alive

we're alive.



Love Poem to Myself

Don’t worry. The stars may be aloof but that doesn’t make them
dim.

You can keep searching for the midnight of her body, but don’t
be surprised when dawn exits instead.

Don’t be surprised that your love is so quiet they called it
tomorrow. Because somewhere your mother was praying.

You held my wrist and it was too small for my apologies but too
big for our tenderness.

But don’t be afraid. When she refuses you it’s only because

you’ve offered her water and she is already rain.
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Some Things I Wish I Could Forget

Our sweat beaded like honey, mouths ragged with

pleasure, my body twisted to �it your every moan

Even now, I feel the pulse of you within me so

sturdy I could walk it like a plank

You are bound to me, sinew to scar, soul to cell,

wave to collapse

I will go on, tangled in the knot and swim of some

imagined eternity—my hands a forest reaching

for your sky

your name in my mouth like the hiss of a tire de�lating



Every Girl I See Is You

You don’t live in Oakland but every girl with lavender hair I see
is you.

(Is your hair still lavender?)

The more desperate I am to see you the more non-yous appear.
My heart fat as a fruit each time, until recognition de�lates it.
Not you. Not you. Not you.

The way an exquisite meal is lost on a starving man, so too
does life wither in my throat. I can’t hold it, can’t hold anything
but hope—this blind and dumb longing—that nourishes as it
strangles.

I call for help but your name tumbles out instead, your name a
verb, reds and whites and yellows �illing the letters, your name
which holds my own inside it perfectly. Like a hug. Or a cof�in.

But I can’t keep mourning you as if you were dead. You’re not
gone. Just gone enough.

Still I’ll go on searching for you in every girl with lavender
laughter and wonder if you got my postcard or if my words
failed to �ind you as I have failed to �ind you on the streets of
Oakland,

nose hunting for your colors and trying trying trying to
remember that one goodbye doesn’t make the rest of our love
into a graveyard.
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Cities We Didn’t Live In, lll

Your breath as you slept in my arms

that yellow afternoon in Palo Alto—

it came out ragged, strange, a tumult of secrets

preening in your ribs.

I dared not move nor trespass

for fear of ruining all the

beautiful ways I’d never know you.

Cities We Didn’t Live In, V

That photo of us (every photo of us)

our bodies blurred by devouring

our bodies containing every meanwhile.

A part of me will always be in that hotel room with you

examining the fever of us like a fossil,

its hardened remains my only proof

that our love was ever still.



Brianna Fay
Brianna Fay is a 21-year-old writer. She lives in Rochester, New
York but is currently residing in sunny Key Largo at a treatment
center for women with trauma. In her spare time, she knits and
works with animals!

I’m Afraid of the Grocery Store

I was nine when I knocked a case of lightbulbs off the shelf.

I won’t forget the shattering.

I won’t forget the glass spilling on the �loor.

I won’t forget the light re�lecting off each individual shard. Broken, laying on the tile.

I won’t forget the guttural tears of guilt that came after.

I won’t forget the snot nosed apology to the employee with the broom.

I forget his face. Age. Weight.

I won’t forget his kneeling down so we were eye level.

“It’s okay.” He said. “It really is. It is.”

I check my eggs before I put them in the cart.

It’s a habit I picked up frommy mom.

Makin’ sure none of them are
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cracked.

The light in the downstairs hallway went dark a few months ago.

We were out of lightbulbs.

One day I thought I saw you in the baking isle.

The box of Splenda in my hands hit the �loor.

Would you have ignored me? Said hello?

Would I say hello?

I won’t forget what you did to me.

Would I say goodbye?

Or would we make eye contact from across the milk isle?

You, pushing the cart.

Me, holding a carton of completely cracked eggs.

Me, surrounded by broken glass.

It’s okay. It really is. It is.



Virgin

My teeth just fell out.

Everything is not okay.

I don’t know how you could ask me that—

I’m holding three molars in the palm of my hand.

I found the �irst loose tooth

running my tongue along the sleek

row of my left bottom teeth

I struck the �irst loose tooth

Where I shouldn’t have stuck my tongue to start with.

The sharp, serrated edges of the molar snagged the

tip of my sensitive, virgin skin

I’m still spitting blood.

Teeth keep falling out of my face and

I can’t put them back.

The pain is unbearable.

I could put glue to the bone but it wouldn’t keep them
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in place anyway.

Nothing will ever be the same.

Life hereafter will forever be the aftermath of

not having three molars in the back of my mouth.

I’m not okay.

My fucking teeth just fell out.



Courtney Elizabeth Young
Courtney Elizabeth Young is 31-year-old rape crisis counsellor in
Massachusetts where she is pursuing an MFA at Southern New
Hampshire University while battling her second diagnosis of
triple negative breast cancer. She has lived on and backpacked 6
continents and over 30 countries alone so far, but isn’t done yet.
She won the Emerging Writer’s Grand Prize with Elephant
Journal in 2019 and was the featured travel photographer and
writer in DRIFT Travel Magazine in 2020.

Bitch

DeI�inition of BITCH

1: the female of the dog, fox,

or some other carnivorous mammal

2 : a malicious or overbearing woman—

sometimes used as a generalised term of abuse.

DeI�inition of OVERBEARING

1a: tending to overwhelm : overpowering

b: decisively important : dominant
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Do not attempt to fan me with palms

or hand feed me grapes.

I am rabid

and I will bite.

Do not dedicate to me meadows of white I�lowers.

Love eternal;

pure devotion.

I will dig and dig and dig

holes in the ground

holes in your heart.

The roots of your gifts

are no match to my delicate and desirable

yet deadly

claws.

Do not leave the light on for me.

Do not listen for the jingle of my collar.

Do not wait, do not weep.

I am hungry

I am hunting

I am free.



I am happy

I am gone.

Do not give me your heart

like it is one of your simple possessions,

because I will treat it as such.

I will chew it up.

I will spit it out.

I will control it

I will mutilate it

I will manipulate it

as one naturally would with an object,

I will use you.

Do not roll over in the morning

with a smile,

with happiness,

with hope.

If the sun has risen

it means there are new roads alight

with the enticing scent of adventure.

I will already be gone.

Do not remember me
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do not think of me any time,

any place.

Because I will not be thinking of you.

Do not study me, transI�ixed,

nor pet me,

nor play with my hair,

while I am sleeping.

I kick my feet

not because I am responding to your touch

But because I am already running toward

the shores and horses and beaches

and wonderful things that I am leaving you for.

Do not tell me you can give me everything I want,

everything I need,

When all that I desire are things that I cannot reach

while on a leash.

Do not build me a home,

I will burn it down.

Do not give me the world,

I will rip it to shreds.



Do not tell me you will stand by my side

All I wish to do is run.

But you…

You call out my name in a panic

when you do not see me.

You set up an electric fence

just to keep me.

You tie me up

and you tie me down.

And me...

it is easy for me

not to get attached.

I am trained

in the arts of

love and war

in the art of

from-master-to-master

be it man,

money,

or motion,
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and this used to be my profession.

To give love

leave love

give wounds

leave wounds

leave wounded

lick wounds

love wounds.

But you...

you don't understand.

You don't understand what it's like

when your heart is just that kind of animal.



We Are Feminists of Phenomenon, Likened to Great Gardens

if bamboo can be nothing

but hard and hollow

for 60 to 130 years

and still grow I�lowers

then so can you.

if bamboo can sprout so fast

that you can literally SEE it growing

right before your eyes,

then so can we.

if its mass I�lowering occurs

all over the world

at the same time

no matter the climate

no matter the distance

no matter the location

then so can we.

how dare you reduce plants to “pretty”

or not acknowledge
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they are able to produce I�lowers

just because they don’t feel like sharing them

with you.

not all plants exhibit

the same I�lowering characteristics.

we are all special

we are all different.

if one bamboo plant begins to bloom

because of the stressors

of their environment

all the rest of them do too.

if they have the same mother plant

and trust me

we all have

the same mother plant

we’re all going to follow suit.

it takes 5-8 years

for bamboo to mature

and while the oak may stand taller

and maybe a bit stronger



it takes them at least 120.

we are women

we are not oak

watch us bloom

watch us revolt.

we are a botanist’s mystery

we are what leaves scientists bafI�led

we are an unknown phenomenon

and they can’t I�igure out

how we happened.

there is a method here

to the very act of I�lowering.

we are an entire garden

not of adjectives and nouns…

of “pretty things”

but of wild, active verbs.

growing.

blooming.

rooting.

changing
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rearranging

the very ground

you have placed us in.

we will only be still

after we have been very brave

we will still very happily

be what decorates your graves.



Woman Against theWorld

Woman does not leave abuse wholly.

She does not even leave in halves.

She leaves staggering in fragments,

cracked and bruised and riddled with

a million pieces of razor-sharp shrapnel

lodged in the most hard-to-reach places:

heart, soul, spirit.

Everyday outside her windows she hears cheering,

Enticing her to A Better Life.

Cheering for WomenWho Make It.

She wants to be That Woman.

Woman does not leave

arms I�lailing, screaming for help.

This is never how it happens.

Woman packs a bag in the dead of night

she leaves quietly,

silencing even her tears

runs until morning.

When she can no longer hold herself up
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she crawls

dragging herself by I�ingernails

closer to the commotion

closer to being

That Woman.

She nears the cheering,

but is then able to see the mask it wears.

Shouts were so loud only to cover

hushed judgement of

Woman who stayed.

So Woman refrains from telling anyone

where she has been.

Woman is jagged and rough

she does not know how to I�it into

“so much easier”

“so much better”

“what she deserves.”

Woman feels scared and homesick

for what is familiar.



Woman pushes herself out there,

but World pushes back.

World urged her to leave

but when she did

World did not know

nor care to educate themselves on

how to hold her rough edges.

World did not care to

look up from their own lives

and at her long enough

to try to piece together

what happened to her out there.

World shields their eyes from her scars

when she feels strong enough to show them

or when they are accidentally exposed

while trying on new hats and new clothes

a new way of being

a new life.

Woman listened to World

World she wanted so badly

to be a part of.
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World she felt so cheated

for not being a part of

World she looked up to

World she now tries to rub shoulders with

who turn their noses up and say,

she is

Awkward

Strange

Too quiet

Too loud

Too needy

Too yearning.

Would you say the same thing

about an abused animal

trying to drag themselves

out of the bottom of the well

that abuse is?

Do we really have to make that comparison?

World throws her into scrap bins,

Discards her.



World isolates her,

and then

World wonders why

World scolds when

Woman goes back.

‘He isn’t scared to hold my pieces.

He isn’t scared because

he made them this way.’

World does not embrace the awkward,

inevitably unsteady collision-course

of how human beings heal.

When Woman is faking it,

encourage her.

WhenWoman is quiet,

be with her.

When Woman is grieving her past,

hold her in the present.

When Woman is trying,

celebrate her.

When Woman laughs too loudly,

laugh with her.
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Woman hasn’t heard herself

laugh in so long…

It must be music to her ears.

People said,

“We are here for you,”

[But only in doses.]

People said,

“We will welcome you home,”

[But not into mine.]

People said, “This will make you stronger,”

[But I can’t handle when you are not.]

People said,

“You deserve better,”

[But people have let her down.]

She was promised the World

but it only shows her howmuch

she does not I�it inside of it.

People tell her to leave

but people

are the very same reason

she ended up there in the I�irst place.



Devin R�se
Devin Reese writes science articles, video scripts, prose, and
poetry. She views humans through the lens of her training in
animal behaviour, watching how science illuminates our lives.
Devin lives in Alexandria, VA, where she raised three primate
offspring.

Anonymity

After a lifetime of expecting to be that someone,

named and known, Anonymity sneaks in unwelcome.

Sits down, removes a dark cloak, rests its feet

brashly on my coffee table. We are not friends.

To the contrary, I do not even offer a cup of tea.

Closing the door I�irmly, I leave Anonymity alone

in the parlour. There are plenty of other rooms

where I can work unimpeded on my ambitions.
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Sitting at my desk, I aspire to pen a great work,

words so bright that people long to read them,

Instead I feel a prickling on my neck, wondering

about the visit from the intruder, Anonymity.

My parlour ─ Oh, horror! ─ Why should it choose

mine, when there are others, belonging to people

less fortunate, less talented, less deserving

of the recognition of accomplishment than myself.

Cracking the door a peek, I see its shoes, planted

I�irmly on my faux Asian carpet. As Anonymity

looks up, I imagine the view it must have of my

single cyclops eye peering through the ajar space.

I thought the hinges had been oiled. The squeaking

echoes after I shut it, hands trembling. What now?

If I keep it shut, using the back door to come and go,

no one need know about the Anonymity in my parlour.

Days pass ─ sometimes I nearly forget its presence,



but each time my great works are rejected ,

I cannot help but steal a glance into the parlour,

suspicious that my rebuffed guest is responsible.

One day, I spy Anonymity eating from carryout tubs,

bits of rice spilling onto my faux Asian designs.

My disgust, and dismay at the incongruity of it all,

propels me into the parlour with a hand vacuum.

As I curtly crouch to poke at the white grains,

panic threatening to I�ill up my chest space,

Anonymity extends a bony hand to me.

I am surprised to I�ind it warm against my palm.

I strategically turn away to mark my distance

from this haunting spectre. But the warmth

of its hand still tingles along my I�ingers.

Turning back, I offer Anonymity some tea.

And that is the beginning of a long friendship.
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Erin Jamieson
Erin holds a MFA in Creative Writing from Miami University of
Ohio. Her writing has been published in over Ïifty literary
magazines, and her Ïiction has been nominated for a Pushcart
Prize. She teaches English at St. George’s University (Grenada)
and is also a freelance writer.

Silent I Wait

there’s a rustling

I cannot deI�ine

stilted voices that come

during nights like this

their bodies coated

with periwinkle dust

& smelling of fresh rain



maybe they are only

there for me or maybe

they are always there

dragging me to my knees

when I most need to be humbled

I am not

brilliant or terribly unique

just someone I�ighting--I suppose we all are

to I�ind a way to stay aI�loat
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Genevieve DiNatale
Genevieve is a journalist by day and poet by night. She has been
published in "The Anthology of Poetry by Young Americans,” "The
Voices Project,” "Penultimate Peanut,” “The Santa Fe Writers
Project,” and she published a chapbook called “Love
Unaccommodated” with CWBooks. She has two master's degrees,
one in journalism from Emerson College and the other in survey
research from the University of Connecticut. She studied
philosophy as an undergraduate at Brandeis University.

The Carnival Equivocating

The sun set slowly behind those strolling the carnival
On the last day of summer

Bubbles drifted through the air
Propelled by children’s spray guns
And twirling wands

The relevancy of days was a soapy lacquer
That spun around itself in summer

And like a slowly moving carousel
The sun inched its way across the horizon
As bubbles burst in thin air
Floating, then equivocating
Through the impossibility



Cityscapes

I make my way unbeknownst

reduced to interstellar-simulation, I �licker in-and-out of existence

like a digitised object on a computer screen

pixilating at the train station

I wait

as a distant, repetitive voice makes its way with the same words

over-and-over

until I know they’re meant for me

“what are you waiting for?” they ask

they say modernity is summed up

by interactions of strangers at the bus stop

unresponsive amidst a constellation of proximity

we see everything but ourselves

41441
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“I Used to Sing”

I bound along

Aimless

Until some object of another’s desire

Takes me by surprise

Hold your tongue for a minute – let the mind-storm pass

You know this won’t last

I was once sidelined by a beer bottle

On the streets of Leominster

I regrouped

Did you know?

I used to sing

It’s a generational thing

Sounds – like birds – signalling to one another

In the tree tops

There are predators below

Perhaps I am among them

&

Perhaps

That’s all I’ve ever know



Isabella Cruz
Isabella Cruz is an educator, writer, and Floridian. She currently
works as a writing tutor. Her works have appeared in World
Enough Writers, Wigleaf, and Barstow & Grand. She enjoys tea
and people watching.

Dianes & Diana

some conservative, pro-life dejiath cult

condones your demise

mass delusion and mass super-spreading

if they are going down, they’re taking you with them

but I�irst, they cut down the forest near your home and

shine a I�lashlight in through your bedroom window
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To the Dead and Dying

Uneaten appetisers,

Light playing off the desk in your study.

Shirtsleeves rolled up but

Your top hangs off your shoulders.

Pick the crumbs from the table,

Wipe away rings from the glass.

It’s a feast for one,

Decadence for one, too.

You said a prayer for the dead,

But forgot one for the dying -

Though the tree outside your window

Stands packed with vultures.



Isaac, Untethered

Left to hear and feel and taste the world around you

When the light clicks on

You’ll close your eyes

For weeks on end.

A tree is a foreign thing

When you’ve never felt the top

You can only recognise your brother’s hand

When you put it in your mouth

Two hands apart, or three,

It makes no difference.

Your mother’s voice comes from

Some unrecognisable thing.

Even the leaves of the pepper plant

All different in size and shape

Though in your hand they felt the same.

What is this?

You feel it with the

Tips of your I�ingers, then tongue next;

It is the familiar comforter

Of your childhood bed

Untethered.
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Unfolding

I’ve got a little money left over,

Even after paying rent.

I promise I’ll buy you an ice cold can of coke

If you promise to go for a walk with me.

There is something unfolding inside me

Packed into itself like ornate origami,

It is art, to be so folded inside oneself,

One does not want to unfold it and be left

With a plain piece of paper. Still,

The paper is my only offering to you.

Maybe in a next life, you’ll scribble something on it,

Hang its wish in a shrine.

Or maybe run it through a printing press,

The visage of some long-forgotten president printed on one side,

And use it to buy an ice cold coke,

For yourself or for some other lucky beggar.



Grievances

It’s a library full

Of books you can’t read

Or an empty car seat

You forgot to take out

From the forgotten backseat of your car

You could have made a thousand other choices

Even as you shake your head

You’ve been bamboozled by whispering witches

Or maybe you just can’t have nice things

It was only one time that you turned on the

Wrong stove burner

But you’ll knock yourself over to check

Each and every time

No one can trust someone who

Doesn’t trust them self

I’ve got your art all over my room

But no pictures of you
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Jillian King
Jillian King is a writer and psychology student at Georgia
Southern University. Her work has been published by Georgia
Southern’s The Miscellany. She lives in Statesboro with her family
and four pets.

Library

Alice didn’t spend nearly as much time at the library as she’d
like to.

As a kid, she went every Wednesday. Every Wednesday, her
grandmother, great-aunt, and great grandmother would pick
her up from elementary school and drive her to the next town
over. It ended up being the town she’d spent her teen years in,
but at the time it was the town where her family and the books
lived.

It took a year or two before her grandmother let go of her hand
in the library, but once she did the whole place was her own.
She didn’t read the classics, not even Jane Austen as much as
her great-aunt begged her to. Alice had a habit of walking
down the shelves, closing her eyes, and picking whatever book
felt right.

This ended with Alice not having read many books that were to
be discussed. Books by people with hard last names. Books
with titles she forgot after a week. Her grandmother and great-
aunt tried their hardest to lead her to books like The Hobbit or
even the Harry Potter series would have done the job. But her



great-grandmother would shush them and let Alice be, after all
at least she was reading.

Now Alice was in university with a library only a few steps
from her assigned classrooms, and she wasn’t spending nearly
as much time at the library as she’d like to. She’d sit in there
with Nora before or after one of the classes they shared.

She’d sit there, discussing discussion posts on teens drinking
or domestic abuse victims committing arson, but she’d be
distracted. Alice would look around the library, how the
majority of its walls were bare. Computers were littered
everywhere and traditional bookshelves felt scarce.

There was no way she could look at a library the same way she
did when she was 6, but it just felt wrong. The university’s
library was less than 2 miles from the library she felt she grew
up in. So many of the places she grew up around were in a 20
mile radius.

Alice knew going to college in her hometown had to come with
feelings like this. Feelings of ushering in adulthood when her
childhood was silently watching. Going to her college
orientation in the same building she had had a I�ield trip in in
the 4th grade. Spending the night with her I�irst serious
girlfriend in the same bed she used to share with her cousin.

She had known she and May were serious before the I�irst night
they shared her bed, but it seemed to click then. Alice
remembers turning over in the night and instead of reaching
out and instead of feeling a soft stuffed animal of some sort,
she felt May. May, totally real and inI�initely better than any
stuffed animal she could’ve put her hands on.

May had had a thing for libraries. Not in that she had been
slowly raised in one, but that she loved to see Alice in them. For
the short time Alice had attended the college in May’s town,
they had gone to the library a fair few times.

It had been early, but not in the day. Alice knew May needed all
the sleep she could get. It had been early in the relationship
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when Alice asked if she could show May the library.

They took the elevator to the third I�loor, stepped out and Alice
can’t remember how long they were up there for. It could have
been anywhere from 30 minutes to 30 hours, either would
have worked just I�ine.

Alice had never reached for May’s hand before. Even when
their I�ingers had locked, it had been in the safe conI�ines of
May’s car. But the third I�loor was silent and I�illed with
bookshelves holding books she’d never remember the name of,
so her hand found May’s. Somewhere between the last names
M-P, May looked back and raised an eyebrow.

“What?” Alice whispered.

“You’re holding my hand,” May stated.

“I’m allowed, right?” Alice joked with a tilt of her head.

“Of course you’re allowed, I just-”

Alice leaned up and kissed her cheek.

“Shh,” she said against her cheek.

May looked at Alice like she was someone new. Someone new
and completely familiar.

They continued to walk through the bookshelves, pointing out
certain authors and certain titles. Some with hard last names
and some with titles they wouldn’t remember in a week. Alice
knew May could feel her glancing at her but she didn’t care. She
was getting to a point where she was going to look at her all
she wanted.

Alice would point out books mentioning women and May
would point out the books with any mention of gayness. A book
titled ‘Queer Shakespeare’ caught May’s attention for the
longest.



“I didn’t know you were this much of a nerd,” Alice laughed as
May I�lipped through the book.

“I’m not,” she pouted. May elbowed Alice gently but continued
to try and I�ind proof of Hamlet’s uneven sexuality.

“This can only be described as nerd behaviour,” Alice defended.

May gave her a glare without a single degree of heat. It made
Alice smile.

At a certain point, they slowed. Alice seemed to move closer to
May's arm which she had claimed by that point. May looked
down eventually and seemed to be ready to say something
when Alice kissed her.

This would have been casual, would have usual, but Alice had
never kissed May. May had been the I�irst one to lean in, to kiss
Alice right at midnight in her car when she was seconds from
opening the passenger door.

“In the library?” was the only thing May asked when Alice
pulled away after a quick second. It only made Alice lean in
again.

She tried to convince May to let her borrow ‘Queer
Shakespeare’ with her school account, but May refused. She
said she’d lose it or refuse to return it.

‘Queer Shakespeare’ and May still reside two hours away.
While Alice sits in libraries, she isn’t sure what May does. But
just as she’s come back to the library, she hopes May will come
back to her.

She hopes for plenty and she hopes for much. Her great
grandmother is gone but she still likes to think that she’d tell
the people in her life to let her be. Let her hope stand and her
love I�loat.
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Lizard phylogeny

“I haven’t written in weeks,” Mary sighed.

She said this in the middle of the quad, sitting in a chair much
stiffer than she had ever been. It was something she had
noticed around her university, everything felt stiff. She was
stiffer than she had ever been.

“You’ve been a bit busy, dear,” Heather piped up, turning the
page in her textbook. She didn’t seem the least bit affected by
the stiffness in the air. The only thing in the air that affected
her was the humidity, seeing as her hair was becoming a bigger
poof by the minute.

Mary slumped in her chair, a pout on her lips.

“Not with anything interesting!” she cried. “The most exciting
thing I’ve studied is lizard phylogeny,” she said to Heather.

Heather raised her eyebrows.

“There’s nothing exciting about lizard phylogeny,” she said.

“Exactly,” Mary said through her pout.

Heather gave her a small grin, marking her textbook and
setting it down on the table. She kicked Mary’s shin lightly with
the toe of her Mary Jane’s and jutted her chin upward.

“Keep your head up, darling. We’ll run away together in due
time,” Heather said, tilting her head. “Also get rid of that pout,
I’d hate to have to kiss you in public.”

“Don’t tease me. It’s unladylike, you know?” Mary said with a
smirk. Except it wasn’t much of a smirk, more of a crooked
smile. It was all she tended to manage.

Heather rolled her eyes. She could say plenty about how Mary
was far from ladylike, far from poised, and far from stiff. Mary
may be the writer, but Heather could spill about Mary for days.



She could recite poetry she didn’t understand, sing a sonnet
incredibly off-key, anything to say what her eyes couldn’t.

“Heather, I came here to study writing and I haven’t done a lick
of it,” Mary said exasperated.

“You’ll get there,” Heather told her with a promise.

“I should be there now,” she said, hanging her head back.

“I know,” she sighed as she looked past her.

Heather looked past Mary, to the trees and the greenery of the
campus she had come to love. She knew stiffness, greeted it
like a friend. It was a part of her, a part of what made her the
person who couldn’t reach out to hold Mary’s hand but still the
person who would corner her in their apartment with an
onslaught of kisses.

Mary would sigh at the way that her back never relaxed. Tisk at
the way that her hand always stayed solid in her own. Mary
formed into jelly when they were alone, her hand certainly a
liquid once she felt Heather’s I�ingers near her own. Heather
knew it was what made her the person that sat with her leg
thrown over the arm of the chair as well as the person whose
brow would furrow at every grammar mistake.

Heather found herself looking back at Mary. Mary who was
already looking at her. It was something she found happened
often, and Heather didn’t know how to describe the feeling she
had in her chest when it did. Mary would know how.

Mary was still looking at her, still had a look on her face that
she couldn’t read.

“What are you thinking?” Heather asked inquisitively.

“About how to include lizard phylogeny in my next story,” Mary
said with that same crooked grin.

Heather laughed just like Mary knew she would, with her head
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back and her eyes crinkling.

“Okay, sure,” Heather grinned sarcastically.

She smiled in the middle of the quad in a chair she had sat in so
many times before. Heather wasn’t sure about much, but she
was sure of this. Sure of Mary and her stories on lizard
phylogeny. Sure of this campus and its October leaves.
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Verlaine. Her mission with poetry is to transcend space and time
and someday she hopes to publish an entire anthology of poetry.
She also enjoys music and plays Ïlute in a competitive young
symphony. When she is not practising oboe, Ïlute, piano or voice
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Award-winning author Charity Marie loves dragons, wizards,
and swords. She also loves writing and reading stories of all
kinds. She lives in Texas with her dog Max, two feisty kittens
named Grady and Peppers, a teenage son, and one incredible,
patient husband.

Charity's writing has been featured in publications around the
world. Her nonÏiction has been featured in Coldwell Banker, The
American Genius, Strategy Magazine, iPhone Life, AddressTwo
University, and much more. Her Ïiction work can be found in
novels and short stories. She has been published by Duck Soup,
Awakened Voices, and more. She is also the author of Jason and
Lizzy's Legendary Adventures. Visit her at
www.charitymarie.com.

AMother's Love

There is something so cruel about life. It took you fromme, at
only 13. Earlier, really. Oh, you're still alive, in a way. Your eyes
are still the brilliant blue I love, like a perfect Texas sky without
clouds in spring or like the perfect bluebonnets you love so
much when they bloom everywhere. You still smile, creasing
your cheeks, but inside your mind is twisted and darkness
consumes you. I couldn't see that for so long. All I see, even
now, is my baby girl. Who I carried inside me for nine months
and played with you through my stomach as you grew. Took
care of you in the I�irst days and months as they became years.



When you were afraid of grass, I grew confused along with you.
How could grass possibly hurt you? But in your three-year-old
voice, all you could tell me was it would eat you. Little did I
know then howmuch the darkness would grow to consume
you. So, you avoided the grass. And I did too. It became normal
to us both. You were so perfect in my eyes and soul, so happy, I
couldn't see it - the beginning of the darkness.

I can't blame you for the darkness inside you. You come by it
naturally, even though countless doctors in their pristine white
coats, will never understand what I know. The darkness that
lives in both families, mine and your father's. My father, who
molested and tortured me my whole life. He tried to consume
me, tried to twist me, tried to inject his darkness into me to
destroy my light. He failed. And there are times I wish he
hadn't. If he'd killed me all those years ago, I wouldn't have to
live with this pain, this grief, this horrible, soul-sucking despair
that overtakes me if I think about you too long. But then I
wouldn't know the joy either -- that lives inside of me too.

Your I�irst words: Pretty Mama. How it lifted my soul to the
heavens as you patted my face and smiled and said those sweet
words, just for me. Pretty Baby. Pretty Libby. Pretty Mama. I
took joy in teaching you new words: ball, dog, kitty. I delighted
in your I�irst shaky steps, your pudgy little legs struggling as
you tried to I�igure out how to make your legs move. Watching
you grow, teaching you about the world became my life's
mission. I would be better for you and through that betterness,
I would make the world good for you, through my sheer
willpower. Instead of the darkness I have known all my life, I
would surround you and protect you with light and love - I
would inject my light into you.

I didn't know how strong the darkness could be - how even my
light could only do so much, despite my desperation to
overcome. How I would give anything to absorb it from you, to
take on the burden of the horrible hallucinations that haunted
you all day. I would have gladly taken it all - the voices that
drove you mad all day with their incessant whispering,
poisoning your mind against yourself. And with each new
medication, I had hope as I saw the darkness pushed
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backward. I couldn't know or predict how brief it would last
nor how it would roar back with such force. When they said
schizophrenia, when they said bipolar disorder, I foolishly had
hope. Finally, we had a name for the darkness - surely that
meant they could I�ix it.

Finding a seven-inch butcher knife under my bed stopped me
cold. For the I�irst time in my life, I lost. I lost huge. I lost the
most important thing I'd ever been entrusted with— your
love. Your sanity. You told me in great detail how you would
murder and mutilate me. At I�irst, I was horriI�ied to believe I
was the person all your darkness was aimed toward. How
could that be? But then you described how you wanted to kill
anything - that they were going to die anyway, so why shouldn't
you be able to indulge in your dark visions of murder and
death? I realised my love -- a mother's love -- would never be
enough to combat this darkness. Nothing can. It is a battle only
you can I�ight. But no matter what the outcome, I send my love
out into the universe — hoping somehow— it can still save
you.



Elizabeth Gibson
Elizabeth Gibson is aManchester poet and performerwhose work
is inspired by the city, queer identity and body image. She haswon
a Northern Writers’ Award and been shortlisted for The Poetry
Business’ New Poets Prize. Her work has appeared in journals
such as Antiphon, Atrium, Cake, Cardiff Review, ConÏingo, Popshot
and Strix. She tweets and Instagrams @Grizonne.

Imperfect Days

I was three, the Christmas when the “Perfect Day” ad was always on.

I looked out for the shooting star at the end, and David Bowie’s eyes

that were different colours – my Mam showed me – the same as a cat

who lived near us. Both my eyes were brown. Theirs seemed magical.

I grew up, I learned his songs, and my brother made “David Bowie”

meticulously in Hama beads and stuck it up on his bedroom wall.

“Fill your heart” became the go-to easy answer in our music quizzes,

when one of us was really stuck and the other decided to take mercy.

I went off to live in southern France, a time of turbulence, discovery

and being brave in a way I never knew before, with the melancholy,
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comforting piano chords of “Lady Stardust” easing my tired walks

along sunset avenues, below snow-dusted mountains, to a lonely I�lat.

Back in Manchester, working my I�irst job and working myself out,

I shufI�led one summer evening into a karaoke, in an attic of beanbags

and handmade sparkly décor and queer people leaping about joyfully

to “Dance, magic, dance!” and I so wished I knew how to be like that.

2021: I don’t know when I will be with my people again, or I�ly away

and have adventures. I listen to “Perfect Day” and it makes me cry,

this strange, hodgepodge, sad thing made in the 90s that is still here,

and I think I understand it a bit better now, and I remember to love it.



The Player

Your hand gentle on the mandolin like you are teaching it,

muscles and veins taut in your arm and wrist and I�ingers,

the precision of that one chord, trapped forever in time.

Your hunk of side, the way your body is like mine but not,

the unashamed strength in your chest and waist and thighs.

The way the strap hangs like a tamed dog around you,

its ears low to the wood, and the cord snaking out and down

to magnify the carefully imperfect sounds you reach and raise.

Your hair so rich and soft still, that smile from the eighties.

If I had to pick one word for you, it is balanced: forces curl

around you, eyebrows raising, asking – why is she still standing?

I don’t know, I am awed, but I know you gave me something

I didn’t know to miss: love for my bigness, gayness, aloneness,

and the knowledge that there is always music in stillness.
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Why You Should Exist

No-one else in the universe sees this world the way you do,

not your twin or clone, your mother or lover or child or cat,

your past or future selves, even your phone, that hears you,

and recommends music it has no reason to know that you like,

except that it spied on you dancing to 80s pop one lonely night.

Even the cartoonist who gets it so right, the songwriters who

strum your heartstrings, the comedians who make you feel

comfortable for once, feel pride: they see some things you do,

sense what is here, through sparks, cells, mind, but the pathway

of neurons that lights up to the heart will differ after no time.

The trunk will fork, branches on opposite sides of the galaxy,

theirs bearing sweet candy apples, yours stars and I�ireI�lies;

theirs crumbling to reveal a neat pip of truth, yours I�lickering

and changing, gloriously unsettled. A I�ish in the ocean can be

a message, a freedom, a loss; a feather can be something sad

that was once part of a warm chest, or a gift handed down

from the sky, a nest. Blood is life, is birth and death, tastes

of metal and divinity itself, of always more. You can always

add on to inI�inity, always go longer than eternity. There is no

end to what you can think or create or change. You are an asset.



Emily Way-Evans
Emily is a mother and production accountant by day and an
amateur poet by night. During maternity leave with her second
child she took up writing classes with Mothership Writers, a
welcome therapeutic outlet during a difÏicult period of postnatal
depression. She continues to keep writing in as many available
moments of solitude as possible.

Bubble

Safety is a privilege

A bubble is a sanctuary

Secure and predictable

Comforting

For a while

This sphere may quiver

But it is strong

Dare to become complacent
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And it may distort your

Perspective

For every day

Another layer is added

Making it harder to burst

If ever

You are to leave

These curves are familiar

But don't let them fool you

If bubbled for too long

What you see

May only be

Your own reI�lection



Imogen Smiley
Imogen. L. Smiley (she/her) is a twenty-two-year-old writer from
Essex, UK. She has anxiety, depression, and an endless love of dogs.
You can support her on Twitter and Instagram
@Imogen_L_Smiley

Keep Your Hands To Yourself

I loathe the touch of foreign skin.

So I wear artiI�icial quills to keep your hands away.

They’re painted fuchsia with the blood of the curious,

Stain my hair with chemical tears;

To sear your eyes when you stare

At a 21st century gorgon.
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Calloused hands bear crimson lances,

While worn rubber hooves canter over spit and gravel.

I am equipped for the joust

Fight me if you dare,

But my body is a weapon; thighs that put storm clouds to
shame,

And a tongue that’s pierced with a cyanide capsule.

Perceive me as aposematic,

And don’t fucking touch me.



Mydhili R Varma
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Bright Lights, Fox HollowStories, Otherwise Engaged Journal (Vol
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Amma’s Chellapetti

It is a strange thing to attend your own funeral, albeit in astral
form. But if you knew the 104-year-old just-dead
Rajarajeshwari Bai, you’d know that it’s the right thing to do
under the circumstances. However, Ambika, her helper, nurse
and conI�idante, didn’t believe in such balderdash, this
transcendental business Rajarajeshwari Bai was up to after her
death. That’s why Ambika was skeptical about the pale form of
the old woman when she beckoned her. Ambika, in utter
disbelief grabbed a steel glass from the dining table and threw
it straight at the old woman’s form.

‘Chey!’ reproached the dead matriarch when the steel glass
went right through her face and landed outside the window.
‘Enda ithu?! Haven’t you seen an astral body before? Throwing
things at me - where are your manners?’

‘A-A-Amma, what body?’ stammered a petriI�ied Ambika. She
addressed Rajarajeshwari Bai as Amma since the time she had
started working for her, taking care of her after she was
paralysed from stroke and became bed-bound. ‘You are alive?’

‘No, viddhi penne, I am dead. My body is. This is my true form.’
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Ambika was spellbound. She looked around in sheer confusion.
Nobody had an inkling that the magnanimous matriarch whose
funeral they were arranging was out of her paralysed and dead
body and imperturbably wandering about, giving orders, like
she did in her healthier days.

The amicable matriarch took her last rasping breath at four
minutes after eight in the morning of a cold Sunday in
November before anyone in the house was awake. There was
some dispute about the likely time of her death after Lilly, the
housekeeper, had discovered her dead in her bed and informed
the rest of the family. Bhavya, the I�irst daughter-in-law, who
was in charge of feeding Rajarajeshwari Bai in the morning
argued that it was impossible that her mother-in-law was dead
like Lilly had maintained because it was impossible that self-
righteous Bhavya could’ve missed feeding her at eight in the
morning. When nobody bought it, Bhagya then took to blaming
the old clock that was always running late and ruining her
perfect daily routines, slowing her down.

‘I’ve been asking you to change that pandaram clock’s batteries
since last month,’ blamed Bhavya, scowling at her husband,
Shashi. Pandaram was her favorite curse word. ‘Reminded you
yesterday also…’

‘Sathyanu,’ agreed Hariharan, the second brother. ‘I heard
chechi remind you yesterday.’

Shashi nervously looked to and fro from his wife to his brother
and back again, unable to produce any excuses to justify
himself.

‘As if that matters now,’ concluded Girija, Hariharan’s wife. ‘I am
going to change into something presentable before people start
coming in.’ Girija turned around and marched towards her
bedroom. She wasn’t kidding. She meant business when she
said she was going to change. When she was out, nobody, not
even a jealous Bhavya, could refute that she looked like the
picture-perfect daughter-in-law in mourning. With the sombre
mauve saree and the loose bun ready to come undone at the
exact moment Girija would shake her head, wailing in phoney



grief, she had nailed the look.

Rajarajeshwari Bai shook her head and said, ‘This is going to be
interesting to watch. What are you still doing there, staring at me
like I’m some ghost? Come here, kutty.’

‘Aren’t you, Amma?’ asked Ambika, carefully and reluctantly
taking a step towards Amma.

‘What?’

‘Ghost? Aren’t you one?’

Amma shrugged. ‘I don’t feel like one, all things considered. I am
free to go anywhere and I am not bound to this house. No, I don’t
think I’m a ghost in the sense most people know…’

‘Then why are you still here?’ asked Ambika, despite herself.

‘Athu kollam!’ said Amma, looking offended. ‘This is my house. I
can stay here for as long as I see I�it.’ Ambika felt remorseful and
hung her head. She had never had a tiff with Amma when she was
alive. She chewed her lower lip in indecision. ‘Anyway, let’s get to
business. I want you to get me something. And for God’s sake,
don’t look so melancholic! Look at me – do I look like I need your
grief? I am in perfect metaphysical condition, better than I have
ever been alive. Look, I can walk and my joints don’t even creak.
Smooth as ever. Stop giving me that sorrowful look. You’re ruining
the I�irst day of my afterlife.’

Ambika, all of nineteen and fresh out of grief from losing her own
mother, faked a smile and found it hard to keep up the charade
and not break into tears. ‘You’re right, Amma. What is it that you
want me to get you? Your Bhagavadgeetha book?’

‘No, no, no. What will I do with my Bhagavadgeetha book?’ said
Amma. ‘Get me my chellapetti.’

‘Your what?’ said Ambika.

‘My chellapetti. In which I keep my murukkan. I’m sure Shashi has
taken it. Only he chews betel leaves in the house other than me.
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Oh, how I’ve missed my murukkan! Go on, the room on the right
of the stairs.’

Ambika weaved in through the crowd of mourners inside the
house and went straight for Shashi’s room. There, on the bedside
table was Amma’s ornamental chellapetti, looking magniI�icent
like its original owner. She hid the heavy box in the pallu of her
davani and returned to Amma’s bedroom.

‘Ah, there it is!’ exclaimed Amma. She took it in her hands and
stroked the lid in fascination. ‘It’s been so long…’

Ambika, who was glad to have run Amma’s I�inal errand, had
I�inally found the courage to accept the loss of her beloved Amma,
although in moments of dismal grief, she would look back upon
the day and realise she was only too mesmerised by Amma’s
appearance to feel the sorrow searing her heart.

Amma opened the chellapetti, took the betel leaf and lovingly
smoothed it in her left hand. ‘Look at Shashi – he’s spilled the rice
grains all over my face instead of placing them in my mouth.
Always been sloppy, that one.’ Ambika smiled dolefully. Amma
applied lime on the leaf from the chunnambu petti. Then she
placed four small pieces of cracked areca nuts in the leaf, rolled it
into a parcel and popped it into her mouth.

As someone who had been paralysed from stroke and bedridden
for nearly a year, Amma had lots to talk, and Ambika had to be a
sharp listener to keep up with her as she narrated the unpalatable
truths she had learnt about her family members over the course
of her illness and bedbound days. They sat there, Amma and
Ambika, long after the body was taken for cremation, Amma
chewing murukkan and commenting on the happenings in the
house, and Ambika wrapped up in her own thoughts.

Long after the visitors were gone and he had I�inished his dinner,
Shashi started searching for his mother’s chellapetti. He went
about asking everyone in the house and I�inally found it in his
mother’s room on her bed, open and missing a good bunch of
betel leaves.
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For There SheWas

When I was nineteen years old, I fell in love for the I�irst time. It
was exciting and terrifying, but most of all everything felt
fragile. The person I had fallen for was my best friend. I knew
they felt the same, but the problem was that we were both
girls. Neither of us had given our sexuality much thought, both
having grown up in rather heteronormative families where
“gay” was deI�initely not something you wanted to be. Yet, from
the minute we met on the I�irst day of Freshers Week at
University, we had a connection we couldn’t deny. Eighteen
months of intense friendship later and we were trapped in a
liminal space of our own making. Towards the end of that
summer we had tacitly acknowledged our feelings were
veering beyond the bounds of friendship, while also convincing
ourselves that it didn’t necessarily mean anything and we
could go on existing as we were. So what if we shared a bed
when one of us stayed over? So what if we got irrationally
jealous of any other person getting too close? So what if there
was a palpable sense of yearning between us at all times? The
fallout of acting on the feelings, of speaking the unspeakable,
would not be worth the risk.
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Then I met Virginia Woolf.

When "Mrs Dalloway" appeared on my reading list that
semester, it was my I�irst foray into Woolf. It was a discovery
that would lead to a lifelong obsession with her words, an
entire shelf on my bookcase, and feelings of afI�inity that I have
experienced with only a handful of other writers.

While devouring the novel, I found parallels with my own
situation at the time which left me reeling, and the sadness I
felt at the end of the novel was tinged with a sense of panic. I
had never considered myself to be particularly courageous, but
the urge to take a risk and act on my feelings was
overpowering. I did not want a life of ‘what if ’s, a life half-lived,
a life of superI�icial connections. I did not want to be Clarissa,
pondering my choices years later, watching the woman I once
loved be with someone else while I settled for a someone else
of my own. I did not want to be Septimus, so traumatised and
unhappy in the life he had been forced into that he perceived
no positive way out. I knew she may reject me, knew her
feelings did perhaps not run as deeply as mine, but I also knew
that remaining trapped in the in-between place we had created
was taking a toll on my already delicate mental health. I had to
be brave.

What transpired was an argument in a quiet courtyard, after
attending our last Woolf lecture. I had lines from the novel
stampeding through my brain, daring me to at last be honest
and say out loud the feelings I had known were true for
months. I told her I loved her. I told her I was in love with her. I
acknowledged that it might not be fair to demand an answer
from her, but I needed to know if we were destined to be each
others Sally Seton’s. There was a back and forth, a verbal
inventory of all the ways in which our lives would change, the
consequences which could follow. Then she took a deep breath
and said the words I had hoped for yet still not expected. She
was in love with me too and she wanted to be with me. We
both cried that day, from relief and hope and fear.

There are many themes running through “Mrs Dalloway” but in
that I�irst reading the main thing I took away from the novel



was the idea of how small and unfulI�illing life can be if you do
not live truthfully. I wish I could say that life ran smoothly for
us from then on, but life rarely does. Mental health,
circumstance, and external pressures eventually created a
I�issure in that I�irst, formative relationship, and despite our best
efforts, after several years we could not paper over the cracks.

Instead I can say that through Clarissa Dalloway, Woolf
encouraged me to live more authentically and to embrace what
life throws at me, regardless of the consequences. Her words
inspire me to examine my contradictions and consider more
deeply the pieces of the jigsaw puzzle which make me who I
am. She gives me belief that despite my mental health
struggles, there is beauty to be found in the calm, illuminated
moments. She reassures me that there is poetry in the banal,
that every moment is capable of revealing new truths. I will be
forever grateful that Virginia and Clarissa appeared in my life
that winter. It is not an exaggeration to state that the lessons
and courage I took from the book changed the course of my life
and encouraged me to be, for better or worse, exactly who I
was supposed to be.
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I, Too, Had Everything and Luck

There is so much life to sift through when you are old.

You might as well try to sort salt from I�lour, from eggs,

from Mexican vanilla after the cake baked and was iced

and sliced and served and forgotten again.

Each sugary sin haunts you—the kind word you forgot

to say, the revelation that the one

who done it and to whom it was done both



turn out to have been you, no cloak’d villain,

No moustached I�iend or black-hatted bad guy,

just old you in a house of mirrors.

You think you can open one chapter—

just a fast peek, but one page leads to I�ive,

hauling subplots on a stick like a hobo’s sack.

Take for example: a lake you once knew well

when you were a child in Texas. It turns

Into every trip to I�ish you ever took with

your dad and twists itself to meet that time your ol’

granny came to watch you ski on water

though she, no doubt, wanted to stay home.

Then: why were you never in her kitchen to help,

but instead watching soaps alone in that big front room

close to the boxed cold air, the sound of which

still makes you feel safe? Now you know: she put

you in that room to sleep on I�iery nights
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while she lay wilting in a back bed too hot

for covers, and just then out back are I�ireI�lies to catch

in jars that appeared like magic, like iced tea at her table

when your glass stopped of a sudden being full.

Later: home. Your mom, too, answered the rattle

of ice in a tumbler, except that one time when you said,

“Let him reI�ill his own tea, Mother!” And, he looked

as if he’d been slapped and might hit you or cry himself.

But she, quick and sad, said, “I like to do things for

him,” she who had worked all day counting

other people’s money before she made our supper and—

where was I then? Never helping in her kitchen either

And, that’s all just one lake out of all the lakes.

We’ve not even begun on the oceans, the beagle dog,

The ditch where you made mud pies with a friend.



Going into Town

For Jana TurbyI�ill

Today, pupils nearly the age we were then I�ilter through our tattered I�inds.

“I’ll copy one poem for you,” I tell them. “Mark the book with a sticky note.”

Fast, they I�ind words worth keeping. “Can I have two?” “Three?” “Just one more...

I promise.” All day, I serve poems like slices of pie.

We drove into Dallas on backroads for these gifts, used and reduced,

Found book stores off of service streets,

Having avoided overpasses—my fear of heights,

Having avoided interstates—your fear of crashes.

Once in, we wandered the stacks for hours,

Sat on I�loors and sifted pages like I�lour as unashamed

as congregants praying on their regular pews.

We knew there were ways to skirt hell.

To retreat to poetry, we braved wrong turns and I�lat tires.

Danger was a cake we backed for crumbs off the offering plate.

We must have been beautiful—but we didn’t know it.

We must have been young—but we didn’t feel it.

Twenty years later when we climb mountains without maps
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We are stunned by the joy in our skin, lines like lovers appearing

to kiss our eyes. We barrel down highways and write our own

way past red lights. We dance in trafI�ic and stop to worship at the tricky places.

Oh, children. Take all the poems you want.



Religious

I always wanted to speak in tongues,

To break away from those who thought Jesus

talked English and had blue eyes and

didn’t approve of drinking, dancing, or being a woman.

I wanted to lift my arms in praise

or rage and let it all I�ly in a language no one knew

but God and me.

I wanted not to skip the middle stanzas

of hymns, believing my attention span

could withstand more than the I�irst and last lines.

I wanted to ignore preacher men who demanded

“Every head bowed. Every eye closed.”

I wanted to pray with my eyes wild and wide.

I wanted to throw off the plastered smiles

and forced God bless yous at appointed times
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and say, “Sister, let me tell you what,

there’s more to love than this.”



My Last Conservative Friend

“If you’d only been pregnant,” she drones,

as if her dead baby were a party invitation she alone received.

She’s miscarried, mourned the loss,

collected hugs and sympathy cards, buried a clump of blood.

I’m jealous of the concreteness of her misery.

It’s a day on the calendar. Her husband sends I�lowers.

She lights a candle. Her priest looks at her compassionately,

and thinks, “Blessed mother.”

“If you had ever been pregnant,” she tells me, shaking her head.

But, when a fortune teller claims a baby I lost is I�ine,

I know who she means and go back month and month

to hear her wild I�iction, her generic exhortations.

Thirty years ago, far too early to explain away with age,

there was a slight possibility long after we’d given up trying.

For seven days, I dared not breathe or hope, but re-planned years

in thoughts barely loud enough to be whispers.

For a week, a father sat reading the newspaper in my house.

For a week, “Cady Elizabeth” or “Rosalie Joan” circled like prize I�ighters,

trying on my surname for size.

Different from the other times, the negative test was not just fact,

It was a rejection, clear and loud. “No, indeed,” the results said.

“After reviewing your application, we determined you’re not a good I�it”
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Or maybe just not I�it.

And, we weren’t. Surely. Our heads in books all the time.

Our Red Rover, Red Rover days quite past us.

“I’d probably not make a good parent,” I’d declared,

and no one had protested.

Still, that admonition. “If you had ever been pregnant…,”

she says every election, every protest, every rally, every sermon

on the subject. And, Cady Elizabeth/Rosalie Joan and I just

punch each other in the ribs and laugh and laugh and laugh.



Netted

We need it to look like smooth sailing,

so we learn our scripts and hit our marks.

We walk in straight lines, easier

if you ignore the view.

We shove our imaginings in a briefcase

and hold ourselves upright. Perhaps somewhere

are violins, a single harp. Don’t listen. It’s easier

not to think if we keep walking toward the I�ixed point.

If we look onto snow, we might remember

the lover who slit Time’s wrist or

our father who is slowly dying in another room.

It’s easier to meditate on photocopied agendas.

Outside, there is so much loveliness we can only take it in

barbed and boxed, piece by sharp piece,

pilfering wedges of the world’s reI�lection

as if we were viewing an eclipse or a fragile stranger.
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Bested

with All GoodWishes

I wanted you to be a wild-haired woman

Crack-faced and fearless;

You insist you’re a mother with a spouse

in a house in Colorado --

I bet it’s somewhere you have to drive

to reach the real mountains

but close to good schools.

I could still be fearless, you say.

But you say it over the dishes

and the t.v. and the man who

will have a secretary half your age--

just you wait, missy.

Write me some poetry then.

I wanted you clad in overalls

a hippie child,



all wanton and jaded.

But, I bet you never miss book club or

Wednesday pilates.

Oh, yes m’am, I do know women like you.

all yoga pants and bake sales and

soccer games, someone else’s sport--

Appropriate much? When did it start?

Always, you say. We have always

Stolen.

Taunt me no more, lady, with a

line you made up while

waiting in the carpool lane

for a three o’clock bell,

all child-birthing age

and clear-skinned skiing on weekends.

Where does a woman like you even keep

her pen?
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Hey you, there in the grocery aisle,

wondering which juice box

will decompose the fastest!

How dare you be a poet

in the middle of your own happy life?



Stella Saalman
Stella Saalman is awriter from theMidwest, and holds aMA in Art
History. Her poems have been published in several publications,
most recently appearing in The Albion Review and Cathexis
Northwest Press.

Persephone Blows Smoke

As luck would have it,

I’ve been sleeping in the devil’s bed.

Pound on that piano, dear;

Let me know that you’re in there.

Go on and play that November song,

My mother’s ghost will soon appear,

You, and she, and I, all of us, both—

That’s how I know Hell is here.

My mother had a Master’s degree

And grew up performing the organ at church;

I rumple the bedsheets, and smell of smoke,
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Listening to jazz as the windowpane soaks.

You don’t know what love is, she used to say;

You’re right, you know—I don’t.

I’ve been trying to make up for it,

Here in this Otherworld where my glory’s been revoked.

Fume yourself to exhaustion, dear; I’ve been made to ensure ruling over Hell

becomes.

See here, this barren land

Underneath the strings; it’s where I choose to sit and dream.

The thing about proving to yourself your love—

It only gets you to the same place we all wind up.

The scorching imp reduced to a wheeze and plume of soot,

A demon dumped—your love, it did know

How to choke.

Mine’s the same, and now I lie back

Against the stiff leather puff of piano seat—

This is the thing about mother and daughter:

Survive the one, go ahead and run

along to Hell; have no worries: she’ll follow you there.

The only shades worth fearing

Are those who can’t be coaxed,

Or blown out as smoke



Delilah

In the dawn, I roam the hypostyle hall—

by sunset this will all be rubble,

and I’ll give birth to chaos. It’s my heritage:

that of the snake. For now I wait,

holding it all in like my body’s a gunpowder factory.

My silhouette seems slight in the half-light, but don’t be fooled:

the only delicate thing here is the partial grip held on my sanity.

I’m not a new kind of danger—we’ve always lingered in the shadows.

What’s a little betrayal to a woman like me?

I breathe in the morning air, cool from dawn’s gold gates,

savouring the hint of burning heat: a promise of the day that advances.

My bare feet slap the stone as I whirl a frenzied dance—

it’s all about the anticipation, and I’m what’s to come.

One body warming up the temple;

One body moaning in the dew.

The night was cold, love—who could blame you

for resting your head upon my gentle lap?

I hope one day they’ll paint me in all my many jewels—

see, I’ve got a thing for wearing my grudges wrapped around my wrist;

these diamonds here my mother ripped apart
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so I could I�lash her failed marriage frommy middle I�inger.

My pale form is a pleasant evil—

really, how was he meant to resist?

I suppose they got it right in the end, stealing away his sight.

Now the sun has risen, now the hour grows:

I�ind me wrapped in white widow’s veils, writhing

over in the river. What a sight to see, what a vision to behold!

My view is clear; it won’t be light in here for long.

I’ll see you soon, we can both be sure:

Lest you judge me too harshly, remember now,

it’s what a woman must do to appear in the books in her own damned right.



From the Kitchen of Hestia

Hestia passes on her mother wisdom presiding over the stove.

Ingredients:

—one girl

—and a society that denies her

Instructions:

Set the pressure cooker

for twenty-I�ive years,

at two thousand degrees.

Cut the girl up, into twenty-I�ive

julienned pieces. Feed her

to the masses, and see what they spit back out.

Toss that in the cooker,

and serve whatever arises.

Garnish with a smile, and eat steaming hot.

Notes:

I see you are still not satisI�ied.

The fact is child, we all get to be many things—

That’s what it means to be human.

And all of this is just an argument that women are equally human.

It isn’t in how we assimilate to our surroundings;
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humanity lies in all the ways we don’t make sense.

It’s all in the contradictions: therein lies the interest.

Stake your claim on the sovereign humanity, dear;

that’s all there is left for you.



Cassandra

I was fucking right,

you motherfuckers.

Wait. Let me make my rage and anguish

more comfortable for you.

I was right,

I weep.

Oh, you think that’s overly dramatic?

I was right.

And you can all get fucked,

(every last one of you),

right there in the dirt, while I go swanning off into a marble sunset.

Is that unattractive? Excessively aggressive? No crowing, gloating, or boasting;

I wouldn’t want to be unappealing.

I was right.

Despite your disbelief

in me.

Despite your inability
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to hear me.

Despite everything

that you proclaimed me to be.

Too bitter? Tell me, how vindictive am I permitted to be? Ultimately,

I was right.

And there’s no way for you to negate that.

I’ll shout that over your stiff carcass

since that’s the only way you’ll be hearing it.

I was right, all along,

and you were wrong,

and I hear that stings.



Artemis Exposed

The world has changed so much

from when I was I�irst born into it.

Life after life after life—still,

it all comes down to how they view the body

this century. Practice makes perfect,

and it’s taken me millennia to master

the trick of being everything all at once.

Everything and nothing go hand in hand;

there’s a reason that if you want to belong,

you I�irst must not. Live in the liminal place,

outside society’s expectations without causing a fuss;

Accept yourself as the Other and plant yourself

in the cultural displacements. Model the expat:

non-native, nor immigrant, the natural-born don’t ask you to adhere

to all their customs; the learning requirement for awareness is at an all-time low.

They expect you’ll never truly belong, so they don’t ask you to try.

That’s the modern wilderness.

What have all these lifetimes taught me?

I’m a beautiful woman who knows how to fake it.

Give a little, but not too much; they should be able to imagine
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that you’re capable of all the acts they desire of you—

and as long as you never open your mouth,

they won’t be able to see the truth.

It’s one way to hold all the cards in this day and age.

Go too far, and you’ll be demonised

for completing the ritual society demands of you.

They’ll rip you down from that pedestal quickly enough—a woman must be

fuckable,

but once she’s fucked comes the Fuckening: fair game for the hunt to tear apart.

Meanwhile, the virgin they don’t want is equally maligned—if you don’t exist

for male consumption, do you exist? What good to them are you?

It’s a I�ine line, balancing in this unopened box

we all grow too big for. The deemed-appealing Sexy Virgin is a rareI�ied position,

one I I�ind myself uneager to lose: the sole female recipient

of society’s approval who escapes its eager punishment.

Deny society its ownership of your manner.

Schrödinger’s Sex Symbol stays a step apart,

outside the noose of expectation,

always on the lookout for the opportunity to subvert and refuse—

to tell society to fuck off with an impetuous smile.

It’s fun, you know? Mischievous, keeping them all guessing

and none any the wiser.



Eventually, I’ll age out of the box,

but I won’t mind, I’ll be invisible by that time.

The modern cult of Artemis believes:

what is feral to the human is

civility to the wolf. And what is feral to a goddess

seems awful like humanity.

I deny my own existence—this is what it takes

to be free.
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Movement on Paper

i do not yet know the saying

about shining brighter than the sun

I would say it depends

On if the sun makes you

Sneeze or if you

Draw sunglasses on it or

Bedazzle it enough that fairy lights

Can be hung from its rays



i do not yet know the saying

about the apple that does not

fall far from the tree

I would say it depends

On if the apple

Is really an apple, or the plastic

Decorative apple scraped by

Your grandma’s teeth

i do not yet know the saying

about the glass that is either

half empty

or half full

I would say it depends

On if it’s after 6:00 PM and if

It contains water or paradise or

Bubblegum Tylenol

i do not yet know

the saying

about having
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a lot on my

plate

I would say it depends on if it has milanesa

Or shredded cheese or chocolate chip challah and if

Your sister’s at sleep away camp or home or the hospital

i do not yet

know the saying

about the grass

being

greener

on the other side

I would say it depends on if it was watered by rain or

Dog pee or the Gardener who opens the door
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spontaneous anaphylaxis with no apparent cause—and she often
jokes that MCAS makes her “allergic to theworld.” She documents
her struggles with this often-debilitating disease on her website,
https://madisonvirginiawelborne.com.

Her Eyes, Her Hair

Let’s Start at the Beginning

You said that when you found out you were pregnant with me,
no one could take away your joy. You started crying. You said,
“March 25, 1994…a cold, rainy, dark time to go to the hospital.
11:51 AM: she come out with a bang. My world would never be
the same. “No one can take away my joy,” I kept saying. I held
her tight; she opened one eye. She captured my heart.”

“Days I�illed with feedings, diapers, and lullabies. Then
preschool, swings, slides, and new friends. Every morning was
like Christmas when I went to get her out of the crib. I just kept
saying, “No one can take away this joy.””
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I started to cry. I couldn’t help it.

“Through Kindergarten and elementary her conI�idence was
soaring. There were blessings abundant watching her grow.
Happy, carefree, conI�ident, and daring. I loved her more than
she will ever know.”

Twenty-Six

I looked into the mirror by the dresser. I saw your eyes, your
nose, your hair. Wrinkles you said I’d get without sunscreen.
People were always remarking on the resemblance. You would
say, “Don’t tell her she looks like me, she hates that.” You would
say, “She’ll love me one day. I used to dislike my mother, too.”

But now I look in the mirror and see your eyes, your hair, and
I’m glad I look more like you than dad.

My birthdays have no birthday cake; my cheers have no
champagne. Thanksgiving is my least favourite holiday, and
yesterday, you caught me struggling to walk up the stairs to my
bedroom. I had to pause several times since I felt so
lightheaded.

Zack said you had been crying in the kitchen because of that. “I
forget howmuch she struggles,” you told him. “I wish there was
more I could do to help.”

I hate that. It hurts you that I’m not getting better. I want to get
better for you almost as much as for myself, but chronic illness
is just that—chronic.

I imagine Nora feeling chronic pain like I do; I picture her
birthdays without cakes. She has to be healthy, I think. She has
to be healthy.

Twenty-Five

Sepsis

“You’re going to be okay,” you said when I was in sepsis. “I’m



here.”

I shivered. I sweated. I couldn’t regulate my body temperature.
I was suffering from non-functional lungs and a spinal
headache. I was unconscious for a while. The steroids were
working, but I was in bad shape, and my x-rays showed acute
multi-focal pneumonia.

My night in the ICU was perhaps the lowest I’ve ever felt
physically. The pain was unimaginable. I couldn’t stand. I
couldn’t breathe. I had to use a bedpan to pee. The bed
constantly shifted around to prevent bedsores. I was on
oxygen, antibiotics and steroids, but the x-rays kept getting
worse. I really needed you. You knew I needed you too.

Seeing your face and hearing your voice put me at ease,
although I was still crying non-stop and afraid for my life. You
told me, “Nora needs you. Zack needs you. You’re not going
anywhere.” I think you knew how bad I needed to hear it.

Twenty-Four

Surprise! / April 12, 2018

Two pregnancy tests were positive, and I don’t mean weak
positives. Clear positives. The second was even darker than the
I�irst. I’m in shock. My thoughts are everywhere and going I�ifty
in a twenty-I�ive. Is this for real? Is this a joke?

I called you I�irst. You said all the right things: I love you, you’re
going to be okay, the baby is going to be okay no matter what.

I didn’t think I deserved you for saying that. I felt terriI�ied.

Twenty-Three

I’m not sick. I’m not sick, but I’ve traveled to the Mayo Clinic
because I’ve been on the waitlist for six months, and my
parents want me to go (“It’s an opportunity you can’t pass up”),
and even though I’m twenty-three and my parents technically
can’t make me do anything, it’s summertime and I know that
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classes at UNC start back up in two weeks, so if I’m gonna go,
it’s GOTTA BE now.

But I’m not sick. Even as I board the plane with you, I tell
myself YOU’RE NOT SICK; even as I check my back-pack for my
epi-pens and have diarrhea on the plane and almost pass out
cause my heart condition doesn’t like the rapid change in air
pressure and the pain in my back gets worse, despite the
constant nausea, throwing up, and chronic exhaustion, and
even though later at the hotel I can only eat baked chicken and
zucchini because that’s all my body can digest these days
without having an allergic reaction, I still insist that I’m not
sick because no one knows what’s wrong with me. And even if I
am sick, whatever I have must be an invisible illness because I
don’t LOOK sick.

I follow you down the streets of busy Rochester, Minnesota.
The Mayo Clinic’s skyscrapers all connect above and below the
ground; inside, the Mayo Clinic impresses us with its enormity,
its clean, glass windows, and the dozens of smiling volunteers
in green vests, all hungry to answer any question you might
have. Your I�irst appointment is in the Gonda building, and a
volunteer is “more than happy” to point us in the right
direction.

The Gonda Building is connected to the Mayo Building. We turn
right. The ceilings must be sixty feet high. On every wall hangs
modern artwork. It smells like Epcot. The tile I�loors are shiny
and spotless. Wheelchairs are everywhere. The elevators look
like small ofI�ices, and the Gonda building has twenty-one
I�loors. There is no trash anywhere. People are kind because
they know they’re out of time, but busy too, because they’re
out of time. Oh my gosh, I have so many doctor appointments
and a hundred labs and so little time.

Whenever other people are in the elevator, you always starts a
conversation. I despise this because all of the people are always
sicker than me. They’re in wheelchairs or bald or wheeling
oxygen tanks. It’s bad. Everyone’s dying. Everyone’s desperate.
Some are even kids. Some look dead already. As I soon I�ind out,
the Mayo Clinic’s the place where sick people go when they’ve



got no place else left. Although that was technically true for me
too, I felt very out of place the whole time, like I stole someone
else’s spot. Like I didn’t deserve to be there.

I remember sitting in the I�irst appointment with what the
Mayo clinic calls your Primary Physician. I can’t remember her
name, but she was heavily pregnant, and I could tell that she
was distracted by hunger or heartburn because she kept trying
to adjusting her huge belly, which wouldn’t move. I didn’t see
that doctor again until the very end of my stay. I expected the
doctors to interact and work together to solve me, their
challenge problem, but it wasn’t like that.

Most of the week was spent waiting: for appointments, for test
results, for answers that wouldn’t come in the ways I expected
them to. The Mayo Clinic is piece-meal, just like my other
doctors. We wanted a transdisciplinary approach. We expected
a transdisciplinary approach; I wanted my doctors working
together and communicating all the time, but I didn’t I�ind that
at Mayo.

Instead, my Fibromyalgia doctor said I have Fibromyalgia, and
my Cardiologist conI�irmed my POTS diagnosis along with the
fact that “exercise deI�initely makes it worse.” Allergy was
useless, but I already know that I have Mast Cell Activation
Syndrome. Gynecology thinks I probably have endometriosis,
but that can only be diagnosed with a laparoscopy, an elective
surgery that I don’t want to have. Psychology conI�irms that I’m
mentally ill; I’ve got major depression, anxiety, and OCD
around sleep. No shit.

I remember sitting in a small ofI�ice with an old man who didn’t
look in my eyes, and who asked me questions about childhood
trauma.

I said something like, “I feel like a lost cause.”

And I remember the doctor responding, “We don’t consider
anyone with major depression to be a lost cause until they’ve
tried Electroshock therapy, Lithium, and a six-week-long
hospital stay.”
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Yeah fucking right! I thought, mouth open, refusing to believe
that the head of psychiatry at the Mayo Clinic was suggesting
that I try Electroshock therapy and Lithium, a drug that I knew
was used to treat Bipolar Disorder and Schizophrenia, two
things I deI�initely did not have.

Each department of the Mayo Clinic looked different, smelled
different, and sounded different. It reminded me of Disney
World, how every ride and restaurant showed off its distinct
style. Allergy was like a rainbow, dressed up in neon pinks and
smiling animals in order to cater to its predominantly-young
client base. Fibromyalgia was light pink and purple with female
staff who could make the ninety-nine percent of its female
client base feel welcome and understood.

I’m not sick, I thought, traveling from Allergy to Cardiology.

At the hotel late each night, I ate plain chicken and blueberries.
I took thirty medicines before bedtime and four before my
meal. Still, my stomach twists and I wince for the rest of the
night. You’re there the whole time, advocating for me.

Twenty-Two

I can’t keep weight on. People say, “You look great!” but I’m thin
cause I’m sick… I want it tattooed onto my forehead so people
stop looking at me like I’m an eating disorder.

I’m thin cause I’m sick, I want to shout at the women who feel
jealous. Stop looking at me like I’m losing weight on purpose.
Don’t envy me!

You say, “Who cares what other people think?”

And I know you’re right, so why does it bother me?

The doctors are talking about tube feeds or TPN. A hospital
stay. My weight’s dwindling, and I can’t stop it. You worry like
crazy and do research, like always. I don’t understand why you
care so much about me, but I’m only twenty-two and know
nothing about a mother’s love.



Twenty-One

It was the fanciest restaurant I’d ever been to. I ordered a glass
of red wine in public for the I�irst time, and we toasted to my
birthday. Twenty-one. You wanted to buy me my I�irst ofI�icial
drink. I didn’t understand then why it was so important to you.
But now, I cherish the I�irsts of Nora: her I�irst steps, I�irst word,
I�irst time saying bye bye. Now I understand.

Twenty

Journal Entry

I feel completely alone. I feel extremely guilty, too, because I’ve
treated my mom like shit. Less than shit. Yet she loves me
anyway. But I can’t stop being mean, and I don’t know how to
show her that I love her. I simply don’t know how. I love her, I
do, probably more than anyone, but something gets in the way.
If for some reason you read this, Mom, I love you. Always have.
Always will. I just struggle with showing you.

Eighteen

I was jogging outside the summer I was eighteen, and all of a
sudden the symptoms begun. I ran home as fast as I could. I
wasn’t sure if I’d make it. Everything itched. I scratched my
arms and legs as I sprinted the half-mile home. By the time I
ran down the hill through the woods to our house, my face and
body was covered in hives, and my tongue was on I�ire. You gave
me six Benadryl and drove me to the hospital. After that, no
more cardio.

They said it’s not cancer or a tumor, nothing that would require
chemo or radiation.

I asked, “What is it, then?” and for the past ten years, all I’ve
heard from doctors is their best, most honest answer: I don’t
know.
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Seventeen

you have one hundred tactics for trying to make

me

love you:

new suede boots, the “cool” kind.

Homemade gluten and dairy free banana bread, still warm,

hugs and kisses and a million

compliments or

paragraphs of how much you care. do you know

why I’m so nice to you? you asked at the beach,

because I love you, you said, that’s why.

-I love you too

Sixteen

Mom, remember my sweet sixteen, when they took out my
feeding tube? It was the same day you gave me the diamond
ring.

I also hate birthdays. Did you know that? In Treatment when
there was no celebration, I felt relieved. Getting that goofy tube
pulled out was a gift in itself, although my face did feel naked
afterward. I didn’t realize how used to it I was.

Now I feel relieved that I don’t have anything to remember my
sweet sixteen by, not the feeding tube or the diamond ring.

Fifteen

“You sent me to Hell,” I told you during my I�irst phone call in



Treatment. You weren’t allowed any phone time until you’d
been at the Ranch for three weeks.

“But the nurses say you’ve been doing great.”

I scoffed. “Are you kidding? The other girls hate me. I’ve never
felt so depressed. I’m going crazy here. I am not okay.”

“But the nurses say—”

“They’re lying to you.”

You inhaled and exhaled so loud I could hear it. “Then why is
your therapist pleased with your progress?”

“He said that?” I made a mental note to confront him. “It’s a lie.
He hasn’t even been here all week. I haven’t had anyone to talk
to.”

I missed my brothers. Will they look different after three
months? Will I?

“I’m fucking miserable,” I said.

“Madison!” you said, “Just because you’re angry doesn’t mean
you can cuss like that.”

I hung up the phone. I’m sorry I took it out on you.

Fourteen

I was fourteen at volleyball camp when my groin started to
itch. I couldn’t focus on the game. The itching became violent.

I ran to the bathroom and locked myself in a stall. I was
wearing new volleyball shorts with built in underwear, and I
wondered if the new shorts were somehow causing an allergic
reaction. I pulled them down to my ankles. But the rash only
spread to my thighs and turned into hives. Soon my forearms
were on I�ire and splotchy. My tongue felt huge and I noticed a
tingly sensation in my throat. My throat felt tight. Everything
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burned. No matter how hard I itched my skin or scratched my
tongue with my teeth, nothing brought any relief.

I pulled my shorts up and ran to the bathroommirror. My lips
were three sizes too big. My vision was blurry and eyelids were
starting to swell. My face was not my face. My skin was like a
red balloon. I hadn’t eaten anything except pistachios. But that
wasn’t new. I ate pistachios every day.

My phone was in the locker room. I didn’t know what to do.

I stumbled out of the bathroom and onto the court. I walked
out, embarrassed, trying not to disturb the game. “Coach,” I
said, tapping her shoulder. “I think I’m having some sort of
reaction—”

“My god, your face!” someone shouted from the court.

Everyone stopped playing. Fifty girls were staring at me. When
the coach turned around and saw me, she gasped.

That’s when I threw up all over the court. I felt myself falling.
Everything went black.

When I regained consciousness, I was in a wheelchair with an
IV in my arm and hardly able to breathe. I remember clutching
my throat. It was closing. I could barely swallow. I couldn’t see
because my eyes had swelled shut.

“My baby, my baby!” I heard you cry. “Save my baby!” At the
time, I remember thinking Mom stop embarrassing me, but my
eyes were swollen shut so I couldn’t roll them.

Honestly, though, it wasn’t until you arrived that I began to
think I might be okay. I knew you’d do everything to make the
doctors help me. I knew you wouldn’t let me die.

Thirteen

The summer I was thirteen, you read my journal and
discovered everything: thousands of calories added and



subtracted in three different food diaries, lists of foods, lists of
exercises, lists of things I hated about myself.

By then, I had developed compulsions and obsessions (eat this,
not that), and a rage I couldn’t control. I didn’t really know
what was happening to me.

After reading my journals, you came to me crying, asking how
did this happen and why are you doing this and where did my
daughter go? That night I burned all my food diaries in a
dramatic bonI�ire meant to scare you into respecting my
privacy.

You brought me to therapy (you’d sent me there before, back
when I was nine). I went back to the same lady, Kimberly
Krueger who used to let me play board games and make a
Worry Wall. The Worry Wall was divided into three sections
just like a stoplight: green, yellow, red. I used sticky notes to
pin my worries.

Reds were worries that nagged me throughout the day, kept me
awake at night, and made my stomach hurt. Yellows were the
worries that nagged me throughout the day, but didn’t keep me
awake at night or make my stomach hurt. Greens were hardly
worries at all. More like concerns.

Back then it was easy. Taylor doesn’t like me would be a good
yellow. I won’t get to sleep would be a good red. Or another
popular red: I don’t want to go to Dad’s house. My greens were
things like I won’t get an A on my math quiz, which was kind of
cheating; although I did worry about grades and schoolwork, I
trusted myself to study enough and do well because that’s what
I’d always done.

Sometimes my reds went away and I’d change them to greens.
More often they went from yellow to red to yellow to red again.

At fourteen, sessions with Kimberly no longer involved Sorry
or Worry Wall. By then, they began with Weigh Ins and usually
ended with you and Kimberly upset with me for not trying. I’m
sorry for not trying harder.
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Twelve

Celiac Disease

“I suspect you have Celiac disease,” the doctor says. I am
thirteen.

We go to Trader Joes, you and me, looking for rice pretzels and
corn pasta. I feel better on a gluten free diet, less stomach
aches anyway, so I keep it up.

I decide to care more about food and exercise, but I’ve never
known how to care just a little. I either care not at all or way
too much, you know. And that’s how my eating problems
began.

Eleven

Mom,

I know I was a bitch back then with the anorexia.

Remember how I'd sneak Ollie my food before dinner? I guess
that's why he still sits near me at dinner time, even though I
don't feed him like that anymore.

It made me sneaky; that's something I'm sure you know. But
there is one thing I never told you. You probably don't
remember this.

I was outside by the pool the summer was eleven. I got to the
table I�irst and let Ollie eat spaghetti frommy plate. But he kept
puking, which ruined my plan. I don't think dogs are good at
digesting noodles. Or marinara sauce.

I said I was done eating-—no way was I going to I�inish my
vomited noodles—and you ate the regurgitated spaghetti. I let
you. I'm really sorry about that.

Ten



You tell me that when I was one, I used to hold a crayon and
pretend to write stories without any letters. I’d sit by my
bookshelf and pretend to read with books upside down. I loved
the feeling of ink on paper and a writing tool in my hand.

When I was eight, your marriage was bad, and when I say bad I
mean abusive, so I’d go out to our dock on Lake Norman, sit on
the edge with my hairy little legs dangling, and write. I’d write
about my life. I’d write poems and short stories. Even though I
had four younger brothers to look after, I’d write because it
was the next-best-thing to running away.

One day, I wrote a note to dad: “Please hug Mom and say you’re
sorry.” He scoffed. I felt embarrassed.

I hugged you for him.

Nine

My I�irst memories include trips to maternity wards that
smelled of cotton and soy formula. I went to see my four
younger brothers when they were born. I’d watch you in bed,
unable to move and cradling a tiny, wrinkled package in your
arms. You’d kiss the baby’s head and toes. Keep them safe. No
one would love the babies as much as you.

I didn’t like the rules and beeping sounds in the hospital. My
little brothers never seemed human at I�irst. It wasn’t my job to
fawn over the new baby anyway. I would help with the other
boys. My dad didn’t offer much support. I learned to associate
the smell of maternity wards with confusion.

At twenty-four, I was back in a maternity ward, but this time it
was me in bed unable to move. The smell of the place was the
same: cotton and soy formula. You were there. I was about to
meet my I�irstborn, my daughter. I’d kiss her head and toes. I’d
cradle her in my arms. I’d keep her safe, and no one would love
her more than me.

Nora’s Birth
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The ceiling kept spinning. Faces, unfamiliar, stood around me. I
wore a mask, and even the mask kept spinning, or else it felt
like it. I put all my energy into pushing her out, watching the
mirror between my legs for help. I could see her brown hair
descending, popping out of me, then being sucked back up,
again and again. My heart rate was dropping. Her heart rate
was dropping. I remember your voice: “You can do this! You
can! Madi, push! Push!” You were there the whole time.

Just as I’d predicted a week earlier, my daughter’s hands were
blocking her head from coming out. She was stuck. And both of
our heart rates continued to drop.

“We need to get this baby out now,” said the doctor. “Do you
want us to use forceps or the vacuum?”

“I don’t know!” I said. “You’re the doctor!”

That’s when a medical student used wide, metal forceps to
open my vaginal canal and pull her out. I’d have second-degree
tearing because of that, but it worked. She came out with a
bang. My world would never be the same. Nora Rose was born,
and after reviving her, the nurses draped her little body onto
my chest. She was purple and motionless, like a ragdoll.

In the video, I'm saying, "Mom! Look at her!"

You were tearing up. "She's beautiful."

“Why isn’t she crying?” I asked again and again.

“She will,” they said. But she didn’t.

I stroked her feathery back and smelled her sweet, brown hair.
No one could take my joy away. I love her more than you will
ever know.

End

“You’re turning into your mom,” Zack says when I ask to take
family pictures. He hates family pictures just like I always hated



family pictures... that is, until my daughter was born.

“Please?” I ask. “She’s growing up so fast.”

“Fineee,” he says. “I’m already wearing my nice shorts anyway.”

A few days later, I develop the pictures. I love to see us together,
my little family. I hang some of the photos up and develop some
for Nora’s baby book. Wow, I think, I really AM turning into my
mom. I consider that for a moment. But maybe that’s actually a
good thing.
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Starfall

Galaxy stars fall and sprinkle atop

evergreens and unadorned birch trees.

Sparkles dance before they settle,

becoming a blanket over the meadow.

I endure the draft of frosty air seeping

through windowpanes to escape

the ridicule of tonight’s family gathering.

I sip hot chocolate, heating my hands



on the mug from you, my love. My coral

lipstick leaves marks on its rim. Eyes closing,

I imagine you, bundled, waiting for me

amongst the white I�ield of stars. Abandoning

my mug’s remaining melted marshmallows,

I push up the window, once painted shut,

and hike my legs over the ledge to slip

out. I let stars land on my satin dress,

each piece of I�iery glitter chilling my skin.

While I walk through the woodland,

the moon, full and uncloaked, hovers

listening as I tell stories about us.

Each step becomes less laborious, braver

as I trust the stars that emboldened me.

I hope to catch one or two. When I unclasp

my hand, offering the stars to you, I hope
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to shine just as bright. The further I journey,

I presume no one I’ve left behind will miss me.
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Crowd Control

A

voice is out on the streets

the ghost

of urgency

calling to arms

and souls
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A

forgotten art of

starting a I�ire

to steal the orderly show

of batons

and hollow money

talks

shattered glass

does not cloud the

caving eyes of dreamers

and lovers

burning

unravelling

Blood Red

or Grey

beyond white fences

and beautiful days

walking blind

your hand in mine

the concrete aching



sighing

with the weight

of a world

almost lost

almost won

my hand grasping theirs

I roar

for change

until we

all get there

two heartbeats in a

I�lutter of a thousand wings

tracing through

the screams
the pain
and
the dark

today
we breathe again
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Antonyms

Wewere drawn to each other

like magpies are drawn to silver;

Lost antiques desperate for homes

and broken bones patched like the holes in jeans.

Bittersweet waves against the world,



Unstoppable even to ourselves

we couldn’t control the anger of the ocean

nor mend what we tore apart.

You were the cheap beer I drank to lose myself,

but I should have known two depressants

don’t cure depression.

Hot sweat running down my face

like tears as we laid together naked,

stealing each other’s warmth to �ill

the space coldness left.

They say opposites attract but they didn’t know

that we were bullet wounds made

from a gun I owned and a trigger you pulled.

1
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I Think

I think I’ve been waiting for you a long time.

Like the moon waits patiently for the stars,

I’ve been searching for someone

to put the stars in my skies in the right place.

We spend our days making up for lost time;

That is to say, the time before I knew you,

because it all feels like lost time to me.

Nowadays, loving you is full of goodness,

A closeness, that I let sit in my chest.

Heavy. Like the weight of my name

on your tongue as you tell me

you love me for the �irst time.

I say it back, but I think

a part of me has always loved you.
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Bunnies and Toadstools

I don’t think I was meant to be a person.

More like a small mushroom growing

on the side of a log, deep in the forest.

I’d be the perfect red and white

toadstool, the kind a little girl

with hair parted down the middle

would think housed fairies.

I hope she �inds her way out

like I never could.

Or maybe I’ll be nameless,

Eating dandelions and clovers with

the other brown bunnies, in a �ield

across the river from an old house

where that little girl lives.

I’ll be the ghost she sees in the moonlight

and mistakes for a witch,

But don’t worry, I won’t hurt you.

I’ll just watch you grow;

Desperate to see what it’s like to live

without a heart separated in two.
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Grandma’s Basket

It’s that time of year

when the blackberries appear

and we can go on long walks down

the hidden countryside paths

behind our house, carrying that wicker basket

Grandma had when she was young.

I’ve learnt not to pick the ones

beside the roads and avoid those

that look like raspberries but aren’t,

and I always make sure to have a taste

when we get halfway; purple on my lips

and �ingertips. I �ill the basket

with black jewels ready to take home

to Momma, who will smile

and showme how to turn them into

blackberry jam that we can have on toast.
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I Don’t Want Therapy, I Want A Friend

I’m telling a different therapist about my

childhood for the third time this week when

I decide that I don’t want help,

Only a friend who will take the tiny pieces

of all I know in their palms

and hold them for a short while.

I’ll tell them

‘please don’t drop these’

because although I’ve had more near-death

experiences than years spent alive,

I don’t know who I am without them.

Most nights I still cry myself to sleep

and I still want to die but

I don’t talk about it because people only

want to know about my childhood,

and why I still jump when people

try and touch me.
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